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The 1976-79 Procedure Committee in Context: Some Reflections by the Clerk of the 

Committee 

Why bother about it after all these years? 

To seek to re-evaluate a report over forty years old may seem a trifle unnecessary.  It can surely have 

little relevance to the challenges of today, and the challenges of the past have long-since faded into 

history.  But the 1978 Procedure Committee Report was unusual in its genesis and in its execution, 

and its influence lasted well beyond a season.   

The main focus of this conference is not the 1978 Report but the departmentally-related committees 

which it promoted.1  But the formation and subsequent development of what for several decades we 

quaintly referred to as the “new” committees can only be fully appreciated in the context of the times 

of their creation, and many of the further changes which were achieved after 1979 were firmly rooted 

in the analysis and original 76 recommendations of 1978.  I have the rare privilege for a clerk of being 

able to tick off the recommendations of an old report and find that by now all but a small fraction (and 

they the more obviously lunatic) have been implemented. 

A century of backbench retreat 

During most of the century preceding the appointment of the Procedure Committee in 1976 the 

opportunities open to individual members of the House had been progressively circumscribed and 

constrained.  The introduction of the Closure and the Guillotine in the 1880’s; the progressive transfer 

of the committee stage of bills to committees in which the Government’s majority was more easily 

managed; the Balfour “reforms” of 1902 which gave the Government overall control of the agenda, 

and entrenched the sessional Guillotine on Estimates debates: all these changes, and others, had by 

the early part of the Twentieth Century severely narrowed the role of the backbencher.  

Most of these changes had been introduced with plausible justification -  particularly in response to 

the activities of the Irish Nationalists.  They also reflected the growth of disciplined and competing 

parties: the parties (rather than the individual Members) had been elected to govern, so the doctrine 

ran, and therefore they could properly claim a “right to govern”.   

All this was compounded by the emergencies which engulfed the country during the first half of the 

Twentieth Century.  In neither World War could society or the economy have been organised to 

achieve victory without some abdication of detailed parliamentary control.  Hence the colossal growth 

of regulatory powers, mostly granted by primary legislation but thereafter subject to little or at best 

very weak forms of control by the Commons. 

The challenges of the modern state 

By the early 1940’s the inadequacies of the inherited traditions and procedures of the House were 

already evident to practitioners and observers alike.  Of course it was remarkable that the structures 

of representative democracy remained in place – and indeed their protection and preservation was 

probably the most widely supported of all the national war aims.  But although the structures 

remained, and were revered by most of the population and by overseas admirers, in reality many of 

                                                           
1 The term “departmentally-related” was a deliberate attempt to bridge the gap between proponents of 
“departmental” committees and of “subject” committees (who fought like true scholastics). So far as 
nomenclature was concerned the former eventually won, but the compromise was genuine and has proved to 
be one of the significant strengths of the committees as they have developed. 
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the practices of the House were by this time not really fit for the new challenges which confronted the 

country.   

The examination of expenditure was still largely locked into the antiquated procedure of Supply Days 

which, with luck and a fair wind, might end with a single division on a token item in a departmental 

Estimate, and which had ceased, since the imposition of the Guillotine, to provide any real weapon 

against the Government.  The PAC continued to receive and regurgitate the reports of the C&AG, 

nominally a House of Commons Officer but in practice working to the instructions of His Majesty’s 

Treasury.  Primary legislation continued to be considered by line by line consideration of amendments 

and clauses in confrontational debate between front benches with no shared access even to such 

limited information as was available to  Ministers.  Most day-to-day legislation was in any case now 

made by statutory instruments over which neither House had any very effective control. Questions to 

Ministers elicited small packets of information, but were easily circumvented by anyone with any skill 

at the Despatch Box.  Only in the great set-piece debates, when Members from both front and back 

benches could show off the rhetorical skills acquired in their university or trades union days, did the 

House of Commons excel: this was the image of Parliament presented to the nation, and it served its 

purpose well in wartime.  But it did not meet the new challenges of the emerging modern state. 

Even during the War some palliatives were attempted.  To meet the growth of delegated powers, in 

1944 the Commons appointed a Select Committee on Statutory Rules & Orders, which developed into 

the Select Committee on Statutory Instruments, but with the same extremely circumscribed orders of 

reference: it had absolutely no role in the consideration of merits - but at least the vires were being 

checked, which was something.    

More significant was the attempt to provide some form of control over government expenditure.  

Although committees on the Estimates had been appointed in most sessions since 1912 their activities 

had been constrained by a lack of adequate staff, and not least because they had no continuous 

existence, only operating for the few months each year between the presentation of the Estimates in 

February and approval of the Appropriation Bill in August.  A wartime substitute had operated 

between 1917 and 1920 but the real breakthrough came in the second World War when a Committee 

on National Expenditure was established, with powers to appoint sub-committees and to adjourn 

from place to place (both of which were extensively employed), and more adequate staffing: although 

theoretically limited to war-related expenditure the committee produced during its five-year life over 

a hundred reports on a wide variety of matters across the whole range of government departments 

and was thought to have occasionally secured some savings and even some gains in efficiency.  This 

Committee, and its methods of work, became the exemplar for most of the select committee 

developments which followed. 

Thirty years of trial and error 

The thirty years after World War II were often caricatured as one of continued Executive domination, 

with few backbench gains.  This was not entirely true. 

Governments certainly refused to make any real concessions in respect of legislative procedure, 

whether primary or secondary – and in the latter case not only disregarded the undertakings of the 

early 1950’s that time would be found to debate all “prayers”, but after 1973 backbenchers were 

constantly reminded (to the delight of some of the more sadistic whips) of their minor status as foot 

soldiers by having their diaries disrupted and their time wasted in the mostly pointless standing 

committees on affirmative instruments.  The clerks were similarly aggrieved. 
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But there had been gains for at least some backbenchers in the expansion of select committee 

scrutiny.  In the immediate post-war period the Estimates Committee was re-established and 

approached its task with more vigour. By 1970, when it was replaced by the new Expenditure 

Committee, specialised sub-committees were routine. In 1956 a Select Committee on Nationalised 

Industries was established on a permanent basis; it was theoretically restricted to considering the 

Reports & Accounts of the nationalised boards but certainly demonstrated to Ministers the 

advantages of committees in uncovering more about the industries for which they were supposed to 

be responsible than they were able to discover through their departments.  And during Richard 

Crossman’s term as Leader of the House from 1966 to 1968 experiments were launched with new 

committees either to shadow individual government departments (Agriculture, Education, Overseas 

Development, Scottish Affairs) or wider subject areas (Science & Technology, Race Relations & 

Immigration): the latter, which survived, proved rather more successful than most of the former. 

There were not only new committees, but their orders of reference were more flexible, and their 

operations better supported.  They could travel, and reasonable amounts of money were made 

available for this purpose.  They began in a small way to acquire non-generalist staff support, either 

secondees from Whitehall or through the soon widely-employed power to appoint part-time specialist 

advisers.  Because they were usually re-appointed early in each session – and because public hearings 

were gradually becoming the norm rather than the exception - they were able more easily to cultivate 

the specialist media, whose coverage in turn stimulated interest groups and the interested public to 

feed their views into the committees’ work.  And in the autumn of 1974 most committees were 

appointed for the “remainder of the Parliament” and were at last able to plan over a longer timescale. 

Although it is true that every generation of backbenchers see themselves as uniquely badly treated, 

there were by the mid-seventies a multitude of justifiable grievances:  the pay was bad, the food was 

bad, allowances for staff were minimal, accommodation was at best a desk and a phone in a crowded 

office in the bowels or the attics; and the House was sitting absurdly long hours. 

The baleful influence of Bagehot 

In the period preceding the appointment of the 1976 Committee sessional procedure committees 

grappled piecemeal with these issues, and considered and reported on a myriad of proposals aimed 

at improving the performance of the functions of the House – whatever those might be thought to be.  

And that of course was the rub.   

The SPG pointed out in their 1976 Memorandum that there were two main schools of thought about 

the primary role of the Commons.  The first, dominant since Bagehot, placed the Cabinet and the 

parties at the centre of the system: they governed, and the House was primarily their electoral college 

and the forum for the public scrutiny and debate of their stewardship.  This model had more recently 

been reiterated and endorsed by Richard Crossman in his Introduction to The English Constitution, 

and was taken as more or less gospel in the burgeoning politics departments of the new universities.2   

The alternative model, increasingly attractive to backbenchers, suggested that “without some 

measure of power the House of Commons can have no authority”, and that “parliamentary” reform if 

taken seriously might ultimately mean constitutional – ie electoral – change. It also meant that 

                                                           
2 I sat at the feet of Sammy Finer (founding father of the Political Studies Association) as both undergraduate 
at Keele and research associate at Manchester; he, despite being an active Liberal, tended to regard the two-
party arrangement in the UK as permanent and the power relationships which flowed from it as therefore an 
essential characteristic of the system of government. 
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whatever powers were still available to the House should be carefully preserved for the day when they 

were needed.  

The two-party mindset – at the core of the Bagehot/Crossman approach – was confidently 

summarised by the Leader of the House, Ted Short, in the initial debate in February 1976:  the 

Government must govern, must be able “to secure from Parliament any necessary extension of their 

executive powers and to implement their election pledges”.  The job of Parliament was merely to “set 

the limits of executive power and to scrutinise the exercise of executive power, to monitor our 

activities as a nation and to debate the great issues of the day”.  What was needed therefore was 

more “framework legislation” (which would of course lead to an even greater use of delegated 

powers), multi-purpose bills, the relegation of more legislative stages to standing committees, and the 

introduction of routine time-tabling. 

The debate was never a simple one of backbenchers vs frontbenches.   There were at least some on 

the ministerial benches (crucially Michael Foot) who regarded the ability to delay legislation as the 

main weapon in the Opposition’s armoury and believed that timetabling and other measures of 

“streamlining” would “curtail the activities of backbenchers”. On the other hand many relatively 

young Members were as convinced as their party leaders of the need to tidy up the procedures of the 

House, to make the whole operation more “efficient” – and to avoid all the time “wasted” late into 

the night on the Floor of the House.   

Backbenchers were nonetheless united in their opposition to Ted Short’s proposed method of 

proceeding.  There would, he thought, be “clear advantage in having a minority of members from 

outside the House” who would bring “fresh views” to the deliberations not of a select committee but 

of a grand Committee of Inquiry – and the inclusion of outsiders would do no violence to 

“constitutional propriety” because, after all, “the purpose of the Committee will be to produce a 

report which will have no legal effect”.  His proposal was rubbished, and re-enforced the already 

widespread suspicion of the Government’s motive: was it really to kick the whole issue into touch and 

“keep them quiet for a while”?   

The Committee eventually established by Michael Foot (the new Leader) in June 1976 contained no 

such alien elements in its membership but was given an unusual power to involve non-Members in its 

deliberations – a power which the committee  ostentatiously refused to invoke, to the chagrin of some 

academic “outsiders”:  the committee were unanimous in the view that the only real experts on 

procedure and practice were themselves (with occasional clerkly assistance). 

Too much give and take? 

Although welcomed by the newspapers, the report which emerged in the summer of 1978 was 

received with a certain lack of enthusiasm in the academic world.  A more coherent select committee 

structure was generally welcomed, but the Report’s failure to recommend the committal of bills or 

the formal reference of departmental estimates to the new committees, their somewhat vague 

designation as “departmentally-related” (so precisely fitting neither the “departmental” nor the 

“subject” models which had been espoused hitherto), and the tentative or experimental nature of 

many of the other proposals – none of this quite fitted the understandable professional inclination of 

the political scientists of the day to impose order on an essentially disorderly form of human 

behaviour. 

The 1978 Report was undoubtedly a compromise.  But even a compromise  – rather than yet another 

endorsement of changes to suit the Government – was a considerable achievement.  It was also 

inevitable.  There was no Government majority, and as the Labour chairman had neither opinions of 
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his own nor a vote (and therefore gave no lead to others) for all practical purposes the Government 

was in the minority, and was deliberately not invited to give a lead of its own.  As a result all opinions 

carried equal weight and points were largely won by weight of argument – argument which lasted for 

over 150 hours of private deliberation.   

Since they had not been corralled into any narrow channels of investigation the Committee 

resurrected and argued about just about all the issues which had been separately considered by its 

predecessors in the post-War decades, and just about all the grievances aired by Members new and 

old.  Not merely the structure of the select committee system, the powers of select committees and 

their relationship to the Floor.  But also pre-legislative scrutiny, primary and secondary legislation. 

European Communities legislation. The organisation of sittings and sessions.  Members’ allowances 

and accommodation. Even some aspects of financial control were covered, although something 

approaching exhaustion encouraged the Committee to recommend a more searching examination by 

a subsequent committee. 

It was a fascinating example of real negotiation by people who felt passionately about what they were 

negotiating about.3  All participants were conscious that if a final draft were not approved unanimously 

it would be likely to be ignored.  If a unanimous report were to be achieved then there must be give 

and take.  And if the aim was to get anything at all agreed by the House then the give and take would 

inevitably have also to take account of the Executive spectre at the feast: the committee’s 

recommendations would in particular have to be deliverable.  This meant considering the actual 

resources available to implement any particular group of proposals – in the availability of willing 

Members, and of qualified staff and the accommodation to house them. All these problems were 

mulled over and put into the final mix. 

The front benches were aware of the dangers which the new Committee posed, but pretty certain 

that they had discovered an appropriate fix.  When the minority parties named Michael Foot’s friend 

Enoch Powell4 as their nominee to the Committee the whips of both main parties were delighted: 

Enoch would never agree to any significant changes in the procedure and practice of the House, they 

thought, the Committee would therefore never agree a unanimous report, and any majority report it 

did make could thereafter be discounted.  The story of the Procedure Committee is not entirely the 

story of the conversion of Enoch, but the key compromise was due to him:  in February 1978 he made 

it clear to the Committee that he could accept the logic of the select committee proposals but that if 

they were to approve the timetabling of bills, even on an experimental basis, he would be compelled 

to vote against the whole package.  Enough members thereupon switched their stance, and on the 

last lap only four were left to record a formal vote in favour.  A unanimous Report therefore emerged, 

much to the whips’ discomfiture. 

A matter of timing 

None of this would have happened if the Labour Government had had a working majority.  They 

wouldn’t have countenanced such a wide-ranging inquiry in the first place.  Even if they had taken 

such a risk, they would have appointed the type of official inquiry they preferred, whose proceedings 

would have been interminable and whose recommendations could have been safely ignored, and they 

                                                           
3 Many a professor of politics should have been prepared to give his (or her) eye teeth to have been a fly on 
the wall in Committee Room No. 16. 
4 By then the Ulster Unionist member for South Down. They had famously co-operated in the defeat of the 
Parliament (No 2) Bill in 1969. 
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would have been able to use their influence to dampen down excessive enthusiasms and limit any 

resulting extravagances.   But with no majority they were compelled to bow to backbench pressure.  

Other factors were to facilitate subsequent progress. The imminence of a General Election left all 

parties searching for causes which they could offer to the electorate at no cost to the Exchequer; so, 

in the end, all signed up to the main thrust of the Committee’s proposals.  The dexterity of the 

Procedure Committee and its surviving members, with over half the House signed up to the 

appropriate EDM only days after the 1979 Election, pushed some sort of change to the top of the 

House agenda before the Cabinet had had time even to formulate its own. And Mrs Thatcher’s lapse 

of judgement in appointing a loose cannon as Leader of the House only became evident when the 

initial damage had been done. 

Despite Norman’s enthusiasm, the new select committee system approved in June 1979 might have 

struggled to take off if it had not been for yet another accident of the extended period of minority 

government.  The complement of the Commons Committee Office in 1979 was only around fifty 

people, insufficient even in the initial stages, and accommodation was woefully inadequate.  But the 

House of Commons Administration Act 1978 had at last given the House a measure of control over its 

own budget. As a result, in the following years the new House of Commons Commission (another body 

with no Government majority) was able substantially to increase the funding needed for new staff - 

at a time when the Conservative Government was slashing staff complements on the other side of the 

road.  And although the Commission did not as yet control the accommodation budget the 

Government was by convention obliged to provide offices and related services for the new 

committees, since they had been overwhelmingly approved by the House. 

A turning point? 

The importance of the 1978 Report lay not so much in its individual recommendations (few of which 

were entirely new) but in its tone, and particularly the tone of its introductory chapter.  The media 

were not slow to recognise that buried in the Report there was something a little bit revolutionary, 

however much the Committee might insist that it was all merely a matter of adjusting the “balance of 

advantage between Parliament and Government”.   

The significance of the Report was not simply that it failed to endorse the usual frontbench campaign 

for “streamlining”, but that it presented its package of proposals as an opportunity for the House as a 

whole “to exercise effective control and stewardship over Ministers and the expanding bureaucracy 

… and to make the decisions of Parliament and Government more responsive to the wishes of the 

electorate”.  It was not designed to make “the job of Government more comfortable, the weapons of 

Opposition more formidable, or the life of the backbencher more bearable”.  It was a deliberate 

challenge to the House as a collective to wake up to its responsibilities. 

My belief is that in 1978 the balance slowly began to shift.  Pre-legislative scrutiny of bills, improved 

explanatory memoranda, evidence-taking public bill committees, research assistance for individual 

Members, the establishment of a formal Liaison Committee, the employment of fulltime committee 

specialists, the establishment of parliamentary control over the national audit service - even the 

payment of select committee chairmen – all these and many other changes moved onto the agenda, 

none went away, and most were implemented.  And perhaps most significant of all were the first steps 

towards the erosion of the patronage powers of the Whips.  
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The Committee’s legacy 

1976 provided the first opportunity in a century or more for backbenchers to take the initiative and 

set the agenda.  They picked up the ball and held onto it long enough to get it into play. The Guardian 

described the Report as providing “an agenda for the century”, and for once even they were right.   

In the subsequent forty years there have been great steps forward.  The departmental committees 

have become the main engine room of the House, which keeps the ship more or less afloat even when 

the captains downstairs have lost control of the wheel. And today backbench committees even have 

a considerable say in setting the agenda of the House itself. 

There have also been some reverses. Two decades on from 1978 the argument over timetabling was 

lost in the enthusiasm of the Blair revolution.  But by that time the departmental committees had 

become a permanent part of the House’s machinery and a force to be reckoned with. They had proved 

themselves over many years of weak Opposition (Labour in disarray for most of the Thatcher years, 

and the Conservatives in at least equal disarray for most of the Blair premiership) as more effective 

tools for the criticism and scrutiny of Government, and even the formulation of policy, than the 

Opposition front bench.   

So a shift in the balance of advantage, the balance of influence, began in 1979 and with the two-party 

model under further stress in recent years backbenchers have grasped the further opportunities 

presented to them to take the process further.  Until 2019 it remained the assumption that a shift in 

the balance of power would still be dependent on electoral change.  Now of course even that 

assumption can no longer be relied upon.  

 

Bill Proctor 

15th June 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 


